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ClassicCutCl420 Guillotine
ClassicCut CL420  Office A3 Plus Guillotine
2101974

Overview
The Evolution of Precision Designed for maximum precision and optimum safety, giving the user total
control over Document Finishing, Rexel ClassicCutTM Guillotines represent the evolution of precision
cutting technology. Blade Locks and Acrylic Safety Guards on all models provide ultimate protection
without compromising accuracy.

Description
Beautifully designed with 100% accuracy and optimum safety in mind, the ClassicCut™ CL420 is the
ultimate in top quality A3, precision cutting guillotines.

It’s the professional solution for busy offices, businesses and studios with multiapplication cutting
requirements, including unusual format documents up to A3 size. From menus to marketing material,
creative concepts to conference manuals, the ClassicCut™ CL420 enables you to produce stylish, perfectly
finished documents quickly and easily. It comes with a 2 year warranty, so you can purchase with
confidence.

Accurate: with LaserLight positioning technology, you can be confident of 100% precision every time.
Simply press the laser light button and a red beam clearly shows the exact cutting position required. In
addition, you can consult the myriad of gridlines marked on the heavyduty, clear acrylic base: all
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measurements are shown in both cms and inches for maximum flexibility and ease of use and there are
paper guides too from A7, A6 and A5 up to A3 size for quick reference.

An adjustable paper edge guide helps align your chosen size of paper for a more precise cut and a robust
paper clamp mechanism holds sheets firmly in place to minimise mistakes and wastage.

Safe: with such a powerful cutting tool, user safety is crucial. Neat rubber feet prevent slipping and ensure
tabletop stability. The ClassicCut™ CL420 comes with an acrylic safety guard to keep fingers well away
from the razorsharp cutting blade. Place the cutting arm in the down position when the guillotine is idle
and use the blade lock for added safety, particularly important when using the integral carry handle to
move the cutter around.

Features
• Beautifully designed and engineered with LaserLight technology for confidence and accuracy during

trimming
• Heavy duty seethrough base is marked with grid lines, measurements and paper guides for A4, A5

and A6 sizes to help paper alignment for an accurate cut
• Integrated carry handle for portability
• Use the Blade Lock when guillotine is not in use for added safety
• Adjustable paper edge guide helps align paper for a more precise cut


